Abstract
Introduction
Data mining is the most instrumental tool in discovering knowledge from transactions [1, 2] . Nowadays, improvement in technology allows shops to collect several data about customer's market baskets. A basket indicates items purchased by a customer at a specific time. Customer's purchases can be prospected by analyzing market baskets. It helps vendors for future schematizations. The most important application of data mining is discovering association rules. This is one of the most important methods for pattern recognition in unsupervised systems. This data mining method is very similar to people searching for gold in a very large dataset. Here, gold is an interesting rule which has not been discovered yet. These methods find all possible rules in the database. However, it can be considered as a disadvantage because the large number of discovered rules makes it difficult to analyze them. Some measures like support and confidence are used to indicate high quality rules. Most of the association rule algorithms are based on methods proposed by Agrawal [3, 4] , Apriori [4] , SETM [5] , AIS [3] , Pincer search [6] etc. Neither the rules with numeric attribute nor the rules in form of I 8 , I 10 , I 12 I 4 , I 5 , I 9 can be discovered by these methods.
Background

Related Works
Different optimization methods for association rule mining have been proposed. The process is too resource-consuming, especially when there is not enough available physical memory for the whole database. A solution to encounter this problem is to use evolutionary algorithms, which reduce both cost and time of rule discovery. Genetic algorithm, colony algorithm, evolutionary algorithm and particle swarm algorithm are instances of single objective association rule mining algorithms. A few of these algorithms has been used for multi objectives. Yan proposed a method based on genetic algorithm without considering minimum support [7] . The method uses an extension of elaborate encoding while relative confidence is the fitness function. A public search is performed based on genetic algorithm. As the method does not use minimum support, a system automation procedure is used instead. It can be extended for quantitative-valued association rule mining. In order to improve algorithm's efficiency, it uses a generalized FP-tree. Evaluation of the algorithm shows a considerable reduction in computational cost. Just interesting rules with constant length are discovered. In this method, the genes contain rank of fields. Final chromosome should be the best one and the process stops if it reaches the predefined number of iterations or the result is not improved. The fitness function is defined such a way that it stays in local optimum and causes many rules to be generated. Kaya proposed genetic clustering method [8] . Hong proposed a cluster based method for mining generalized fuzzy association rules [9] . Chen proposed a cluster-based fuzzy-genetic mining method for association rules and membership functions [10] . Dehuri et al proposed a rule mining method using multi objectives called multi objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) [11] . Later, they improved the performance by parallel association rule [12] . Gilan Atlas et al proposed a multi-objective differential evolution algorithm for mining numeric association rules. Later, they proposed another numeric association rule mining method using rough particle swarm algorithm which had some improvements in performance and precision compared to the previous one. They also proposed another numeric association rule mining method chaos rough particle swarm algorithm [13, 14, 15 ].
Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm
Ghosh et al. tried to visualize association rule mining as a multi objective problem rather than single objective one [11] . Several measures can be considered as objectives. We have chosen 4 of them: Support, Confidence, Comprehensibility, and Interestingness measure.
At first, a population of rules is generated as follows: to generate each rule, a sequence of N × 2 bits (called chromosome) is randomly generated, where N is the maximum number of attributes in the database. Each pair of bits is called a gene and maps to an attribute such that first gene is mapped to first attribute in the database, etc. Each gene is translated as follows:
• The attribute is in the antecedent part, if the gene is 00
• The attribute is in the consequent part, if the gene is 11
• The attribute does not exists in the rule, if the gene is 01or 10
For instance, if the database have 6 attributes (A, B, C, D, E, F), then the sequence 010010011101 would mean BE. For each rule, the database is scanned to count the support of antecedent and consequent part; here is where we proposed our optimized algorithm, as mentioned earlier. Having support(A), support(C) and support(A∩C) the objectives can be calculated. Then the chromosomes are ranked depending on the calculated objectives [11, 12] .
After analyzing first population, we choose a batch of elite chromosomes and use them as next population. Various genetic operators such as crossover and mutation can be applied on the population. The chromosomes should be decoded again and the above algorithm is used against new population. This cycle continues for a predefined count or until a suitable population is generated [11] .
Total number of comparisons in the MOGA method is the number of transactions in dataset multiplied by the number of itemsets generated by genetic algorithm. It can be formulated as Equation (1) 
The Proposed Method
In order to evaluate each association rule A→B, the database is repeatedly scanned to compare to the whole database with A, B, and A  B itemsets. Number of comparisons for each itemset is equal to number of transactions.
If an itemsets occurs in a transaction, then minimum size of the transaction is the size of itemset. In the other words, to count the support count of an itemset, it must be compared with transactions, having their size greater or equal to the itemset. In this method, an extra phase is processed before rule generations as shown in figure 1 . Equation (3), shows number of ignored comparisons for each itemset. However, the size of the itemsets generated by genetic algorithm is another speedup factor which strongly affects number of comparisons.
Suppose f(i) as number of generated itemsets having their size (number of itemsets) equal to i. 
Implementation and Results
We have implemented the CBMOGA along with the previous method (MOGA). The algorithms are compared with two main datasets:
• A randomly generated dataset • Mondrian Foodmart dataset The Attributes of the datasets have completely different distributions which highly affects the optimization of new algorithm. We discuss it later.
To generate a sample dataset, we have filled a market basket dataset such a way that the value of each field in each transaction is randomly generated. So, each field has a 50% chance to be true (i.e. a 50% chance to occur in each transaction). Due to the nondeterministic property of genetic algorithm, each experiment on similar terms has been tested several times and the average value is used instead.
To evaluate the support count of an itemset, the clusters having their number less than the number of items in the itemset are ignored. The ratio of ignored transaction to total number of transaction depends on the size of itemset. This ratio plays an important role in the performance (execution time) of the algorithm. The higher the ratio the higher the performance. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the distribution of transactions across clusters (bar chart) and distribution of size of itemsets generated by GA (line chart) in both datasets. In the randomly generated dataset, the size of itemsets generated by GA is usually low compared to the size of itemsets in the dataset. According to Equation (4), the optimization is not much high compared to MOGA. Aggregation of transactions in the first clusters (having lower numbers) and generating longer itemsets increase the performance. Hence, the Foodmart dataset has better distributions and therefore has better potential to gain a good optimization by CBMOGA. Table 1 shows the results from running both methods in randomly generated dataset and Foodmart dataset. The distribution of size of itemsets generated by genetic algorithms for both datasets is rather equal. We have also adjusted the number of columns in randomly generated dataset equal to the one in Foodmart. The only effective difference is the Clustering Based Multi-Objective Rule Mining using Genetic Algorithm Ali Hadian, Mahdi Nasiri, Behrouz Minaei-Bidgoli distribution of clusters. The result is an example of how the distribution can take effect on speedup. It varies from 12.9% speedup for an unsuitable dataset (actually not the worst case) and 85.9% for a proper one. Due to the flexibility of randomly generated dataset (as we generate it with customized specification), we have compared the algorithms against multiple randomly generated dataset with different number of transactions and different number of columns separately. Doing the same work on Foodmart dataset causes undesirable manipulation on the nature of dataset, so we have ignored it. Figure 5 shows number of comparisons against the randomly generated dataset. The execution time ( Figure 6 ) also takes effect from the ignore ratio. However, the performance graph does not follow a straight line such as figure 3. It also does not exactly harmonizes the ignore ratio because of the nondeterministic property of the algorithms and the lowlevel complexities. 
Discussion and Conclusion
In this article, we have optimized the Multiobjective Genetic approach to discover association rules from database. The proposed method is to cluster the data and ignore some dispensable comparisons with the database. Due to the fact that existence of a rule in some of the clusters is impossible, ignoring these clusters while counting support of rule's related itemset helps the algorithm to avoid some redundant comparisons.
We have tested the algorithm with two marketbasket type databases: A randomly generated dataset and a real dataset called Mondrian Foodmart dataset. These two datasets have completely different distribution of data. We gained two diverse speedups: 12.9% and 85.9% decrement in running time from previous method. This variation in speedup shows that the speedup of our algorithm is highly data-dependant.
However, the CBMOGA and MOGA methods have isolated the genetic algorithm and database operations. Apart from simplicity, it is better to merge these steps to get the possibility of ignoring other kinds of dispensable operations such as stopping the support counting for an itemset, if it does not have the chance to dominate a member in elite population. Besides, our proposed method can be extended for numeric and negative association rules. 
